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Grade 5 PACE Math 

 Student        

Ratios and Proportional Relationships T1 T2 T3 

Identify, represent and extend ratios and rates    

Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve problems    

Number System T1 T2 T3 

Fluently compute using whole numbers    

Fluently compute using fractions and mixed numbers    

Fluently compute using decimal numbers    

Identify, represent, and compare positive and negative numbers    

Fluently compute using positive and negative numbers    

Solve word problems     

Expressions and Equations T1 T2 T3 

Read, write, and evaluate numerical expressions     

Reason about and solve equations and inequalities    

Identify and generate equivalent expressions    

Geometry T1 T2 T3 

Solve problems involving area of polygons     

Solve problems involving surface area of prisms and pyramids    

Solve problems involving volume    

Statistics and Probability T1 T2 T3 

Display numerical data    

Summarize numerical data sets    

Draw inferences about data    

Reason about and find the probability of a chance event    

Achievement is affected by lack of fact fluency (x)    
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